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Foreword

“Strange Days Indeed” is an initiative of Westmeath Libraries, developed during Ireland’s early 
days of COVID 19 in conjunction with the “#InThisTogether Campaign”. 
Throughout March-July, Westmeath Libraries reached out to the community seeking a creative 
response to COVID 19 and the changes it brought with it. A large number of submissions from 
professionals and amateurs of all age groups was received and during Summer 2020, the library 
shared the poems, drawings, paintings and readings with the community on social media.
An enthusiastic response was received including many comments, shares and likes. 

This publication will be a legacy of the participants creative works and an important contribution 
to our county’s social history. Unfortunately, we could only include single entries from all the works 
submitted by participants. 

A digital copy of this publication and the accompanying video are available online at
www.westmeathcoco.ie/library. We hope that our community will continue to enjoy the works 
contained in this publication “ Strange Days Indeed”.

Westmeath Libraries 2020.
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Poem, Go away Coronavirus: Addhrit Bhushan
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Hope
Not everyone’s in love with their life – then or now;
just killing time, scarcely a move from them.
But now movement is enough to kill others,
and yet a picture called Hope hangs on the wall.

She’s seen down 94 Winters,
was this one her last?
I’d seen her on the Monday.
Was that there my last?
Yet a picture called Hope hangs on the wall.

New teachers, new bakers, new gardeners, new Makers:
Facebook-friendly skills for just this time…
Or maybe No?
For a picture called Hope hangs on the wall.

Poem, Hope: Aine O’Regan
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Girl on Swing: Ava Maria Paul
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Quarantine Diary 
Thursday 12th March
I woke up on a wet day and got ready for school.  At around 2 o’clock we were told 
schools will shut down for two to three weeks.  We were given a lot of work, I packed 
up my stuff, and by the time everyone got sorted it was home time.  I did my homework 
and chilled, before I knew it I was in bed asleep.

Day 1 Friday 13th
I woke up instantly remembering we had no school and I was meeting up with my 
friends.  I got dressed and went up to the meeting spot.  Only two of them showed up.  
The adults encouraged us to ‘social distance’, but never the less it was fun.  Nothing else 
happened that day. Overall a great day.

Day? (I forget) Thursday 9th April
I woke up and it took me a while to realise that it was real and that I was still in quaran-
tine.  They said two to three weeks, but there is no sign of going back.  Every day is the 
same and it’s really tough.

Day? (I lost count) Tuesday 26th May
I woke up early for an online class, with my friends and teachers from school.
It was nice to see them all again.  My class was good.  After that I did my
homework and went for a cycle and did nothing else for a while,
until I went to bed to do it all over again, again and again.

Prose, Quarantine Diary: Niall Ward
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What If
As the night light from the street peeps through the split in the curtain I lie still, my chest 
tightens - I’ve felt this tightness all evening what if I have Covid 19.
My head battles, ah sure you’ll be grand, no underlying issues I’m only 46 but what if ?
I drift off to sleep and wake to another morning,
rhyming off the gratification another fabulous day alive,
then I feel guilty and pause a moment and then genuinely I am very grateful to be well 
and alive and that my family are well and alive
But what if
I’ve stopped listening to the news the announcement of how many people have died - 
these are people, someone’s love,
someone’s husband, wife, mum, dad, son, daughter.
But this announcement has turned them to just a number!
As the kids start fighting over coco pops I take a moment and a tear fills my eye what if 
I get this and dont survive and dont see my kids grow and become independent adults 
with all the fascinating and exciting tales along the way Stop! you dont have it enjoy 
today live in the now !

The day rolls on, phoned mum and dad the cocoons as I do say, they’re in good form 
Thank god and then, again, but what if they get it and cant fight it how sad we wont be 
allowed hug them and kiss them goodbye God my heart pains at the thought of all the 
people whom have suffered in silence since this horrible virus has turned our lives upside 
down.
Afternoon turns to evening and for a few hours life seems normal,
kids laughing and fighting, chatting online, dishes to be washed soo many dishes
peering from crevices youd wonder how they got there !!

Dinner done and dusted everyone fed - then my darling husband calls from the
sitting room Netflix series about to start omg probably the 80th hour of this series and 
then it hits like a bolt what if, what if he gets covid and he can’t fight it, tears well up but 
quickly brushed away dont be silly he’ll be grand, 20 years of marriage so many things 
left to do, things not done as life got in the way - we still have that trip to do !!
He cant go yet it’s not time, but this virus has no boundaries it doesn’t care
As we head to bed, tired and grateful everyone is well,
the house becomes silent and as I lie in bed
my chest begins to tighten and my head begins What If !!

Poem, What If: Caroline Sleator
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Where have all the pilgrims gone?: Barry Griffin

Stay Safe: Ciara Wiseman
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Smile
A world where hugs and kisses are now seen as weapons
A time when illness spreads in a matter of seconds

Knowing that not visiting them is a sign of love
Laying our hope for a better future in God up above

Getting dressed and motivated to simply stay at home
with no freedom and space or places to roam

I always keep in mind that things could be worse
But it’s okay right now to know that this hurts

So take time away from the news and struggle
And create time for yourself in your own little bubble

There are so many rules we are faced with today
About touching and nearing and staying away

But there’s one thing allowed that people haven’t done in a while
That’s sit back, relax and just let out a smile

So think back to a time of joy and bliss
Because right now only YOU can decide your happinness

Poem, Smile: Emily Shaw
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Covid19
I close my eyes eventually falling asleep
To wake in the morning forgetting all, 
Seconds pass life seems normal,
Until I realise the nightmare continues...

Weeks have passed numbers have soared, 
Isolation is tough the people are bored. 
To save a life we need to stay, 
Inside at home, restrictions to obey...

Dry days and sunshine have eased the pain, 
As we are stuck at home it helps keep us sane. 
Not seeing familiar family friendly faces, 
Just watching the news and the rise in cases... 

The little island where we abode is fighting with all its might, 
Each together strong, as we seek a future bright...

Many lives lost from something we can not see,
As it makes its way around from each person it does flee...

The vulnerable and weak suffer in every way, 
For others to prevent this, at home is where we stay.. 

The rush for many has come to a halt, now time to stop and breath, 
From routines, to jobs, racing and rushing for a short while one is freed...

Front line workers the hero’s without them many would not be here, 
They’ve helped provide hope with endless hours of work, while we sheltered
at home in fear.... 
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A new perspective on life is visible to see, 
That how we lived our life before is not what was ment to be...

A new beginning approaches soon, a change for young and old,
Of how this mark in history helped when in time is told...

People will now be thankful for things so very small,
our eyes have now opened and to the front liners we owe it all....

The selflessness of people together with love and hope,
Has united each and everyone into flattening this slope...

It’s times like this we each shine bright, with nothing but Irish pride, 
It’s a horrible nightmare a tough and scary journey
but together we will complete this ride... 

When all is over and this nightmare has passed, we will look back on these days, 
For the people of Ireland, the front liners(our hero’s) we will sing their praise....

Together we can do this, united as a team
An island full of hope and love as our Irish pride will beam 

Poem, Covid19: Dayna Muldarry
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Power: Ella Greene 
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Facetime in Quarantine
It’s the 24th of some month, 2020
and I wonder if I’ll ever see you again.

These days all I see is an image of you,
your face floating in and out of view
as you move forward or turn away,
your attention caught by something in 
your peripheral  vision,
something invisible to me.

Your words emerge from a distant place, 
a heartbeat behind the movement of your lips.
I watch you break apart,
then slowly come together again
your smile frozen in an image 
I hold close to my heart,
which contracts and expands with each pixilation.

Sometimes the fear rises up.
When this happens
I hold those images tight in my mind.
The half frozen, fragmented features 
reminding me that you are there,
held in the liminal terrain of cyber space
and quarantine,
waiting, just as I wait,

for the time when we can truly
look at one another
hold one another and remember 
Facetime in quarantine.

Poem, Facetime in Quarantine: Jacinta Daly
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Covid Solidarity
Despite all stalwart endeavors
And your exemplary kindness and care,
The intruder that is widely dreaded
Has come knocking and now he is there.

He’ll run through the place like he owns it,
He’ll ravage and savage at will,
He’ll make sicker the people you honour,
And some he may even kill.

Be steadfast as you stand there and face him,
His strength lies in the fact that he’s new,
But your armour is stronger than virus,
Your love for your residents shines through.
And remember keep doing what you’re doing,
Try not to be paralysed with the fear,
You’ve kept him away for a long time,
And one day his exit you’ll steer.

In the meantime those elder hands need you,
Nurture them now as before,
The people he’ll take bring their memories,
Your name carved in their very core.
I wish you good health as you travel
Through the corridors of this great unknown.

Be strong in your place of employment,
Be safe with your loved ones at home.

Poem, Covid Solidarity: Joan Hynes
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Isolate
Stay away, I love you

kisses kill

touch tormenting

yield to fear,

isolate
take no chances

fragile

fugitive

Stay away, I love you

Poem, Isolate: Kara Richardson
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Life Today
I woke early this morning; the half moon sinking down.
The sun was slowly rising, casting light across the town.
Birds started singing; it was such a joyous sound.
My bedroom clock is ticking as the world keeps spinning round.

We all stay at home, with much more time spend.
Social distance is the new norm; making contact with old friends.
A child playing on the floor, as the light comes shining in.
Hard times come and go, better days will soon begin.

There’s no flying overhead, most places have closed down.
The roads and motorways are dead and no-one’s moving around.
People do the best they can, as communities unite.
We reach out to each other, ready for the fight.

People are more unified, though they must stay apart.
At least we have good weather and the nights are not too dark.
Families are surviving, confined with little room,                                                                         
using their imaginations to see the cow jump o’er the moon.

Today I’m going fishing; I cast a fly-line ‘cross the lawn.
My wife is in the kitchen, baking bread to feed us all.
This morning the sun is shining bright, children play around,                                                   
hiding in their hiding place, casting worries from their mind.

We hear stories of heartache, some won’t make it through.
The loss and pain they suffer, our hearts go out to you.
The wheel of life is slowing and the times they have changed,
the world will come together and it’s time to re-arrange.
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My hope is that you’re OK; you say you’re feeling fine.
But there’s a message in your face, another in your eyes.
The world is a different place, we try to re-adjust.                                                                             
We turn to family and friends, to those that we can trust.

It’s not easy to get through; I can see how hard you try!
All the little things you do to help us to get by!
But we will stand together; we are ready for the fight.                                                                           
In hard times we grow stronger and we re-unite.

As the changes come upon us, we do the best that we can do!
At least we have each other, and together we get through.
So we stand united, we take one step at a time.
We just live in the moment and together we get by.

So my hope for all of us is that we can learn,
that happiness is not bought, it has to be earned.
We reach out for each other, when we’re feeling blue. 
Kind words heard from another gives a lift to me and you.

The world can be a better place, where all of us can live.
Perhaps we won’t try to take; instead we’ll want to give.
The simple things are sometimes best, and they can be free,                                                   
sharing time with those we love, is good enough for me.

Poem, Life Today: Jim Byrne
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Strange Days Indeed
Covid 19 is annoying
It’s been around
for a while.
We’ve been at home
cocooning for a long time.

We all miss our friends
It has been very annoying 
We all want to go back to school
but that wont happen for a while.

Covid 19 it is strange days indeed.
Hurry up with a vaccine
Hurry up with a cure. 

Covid 19 is the worst. Covid 19 I
need to go to the shops.
I have earned enough money doing
jobs in the house.

Covid 19 it is strange days indeed. 

Poem, Strange Days Indeed: Donnacha Fallon
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Untitled
Spring is giving way to the first
chords of summer. 
The second of your little life.
And my alarm clock once again lies dormant,
While the morning chorus is your voice.

An unexpected second chance,
Delicious giggles replacing hungry cries.
And the birds are already singing,
When your calling breaks the night.

We trip lazily round the streets while you nap.
We take the same road,
Walk the same path,
And though we can’t go back in time,
I can’t believe I’ve got this time back.

The slow days beat on quietly,
Our hearts humming along.
For the second time my baby,
Mama’s home, Mama’s home.

Poem, Untitled: Karen Slevin
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Covid19
Oh Covid 19
the teachers in the canteen 
One day they decided
“We’ll shut the school down”
not much kids with a frown,
Until our bags were so full they 
divided!

I miss all my friends
some are just round the bends
but I still can’t go see them,
Nanna and Euge
how much I miss them
HUGE, All my cousins and Gem.

Oh Covid 19
You really are so mean
Making these people sick.

You really are a mystery
you’ll go down in histroy
But we’ll defeat you and 
give you a kick.

Poem, Covid19: Lucy Heaney
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There Will be Time
There will be time, though now, ‘tis standing still;
As this unseen assassin creeps and sweeps
Across the globe and while its victim sleeps,
Invades the inner spaces, poised to kill.

Within our homes, confined against our will,
Time loses meaning, though the clock still keeps
Its count of every second. Who now weeps?
Whose loved one died? Has Death not had its fill?

It humbles us that such a tiny thing 
Could overturn our lives and lay us low,
But humans will prevail and science bring
A cure for alien genome none did know.
There will be time to laugh again and sing,
Embrace each other; time will ebb and flow.

Poem, There will be time: Margaret Franklin
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My Lockdown Poem
2020
Do it for Dan
No audience in The Late Late
Forgetting “That Friday feeling” 
Waking up late
Not eating more but
Piling on weight
Walking 2km from 
the garden gate

Wincing when they
shake hands on TV
Leaving your roots uncoloured, 
what will be will be 
Wondering why you feel tired 
After a Zoom call
When you’re staring at your mug
With no blinking at all 

Having a few beers on a Friday night
No queue for a taxi or a cheeky bite 
No need for early rise 
On a Saturday morn 
Parkrun is cancelled 
No improving the form

Together apart 
groups perform and go viral
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Goodwill from celebrities 
Encouraging and inspiring 

No more rushing homework 
And food before the clubs
Where once we complained 
“My child’s just a sub!” 

WhatsApps and calls 
That make our day 
Are a very Irish way to ask 
“Hun, u OK?”

Feeling sick after
A chipper takeaway 
Our bodies aren’t able 
Now home cooking’s the way 

And time, so much time 
To do little or plenty 
These things I’ll remember 
From Lockdown 2020.

Poem, My Lockdown Poem 2020: Lorraine Murphy
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“ Micra”
During the lockdown, my project was to start working on my 1991 Nissan Micra. The car started its 
life as a run-of-the-mill model, which I bought to modify to my own taste. I had already bought a 
new engine and decided that this unexpected free time was a good opportunity to swap over all 
of the parts that I wanted to use from it. I started this by stripping down the new engine, noting the 
location of everything I had removed. After this, I started removing the worn-out parts that were al-
ready on the car such as the carburettor, which was the original method of combining fuel and air to 
the correct mixture. I also removed the now obsolete items such as the original fuel pump and dis-
tributor, to make way for the new units. Next, I set about cleaning up and repairing some parts that I 
was fitting, such as the coolant pipes and radiator. These were in poor condition due to the previous 
owner not taking proper care of maintenance, which led to rust forming inside the cooling system. 
I inspected the items and did some initial testing to confirm everything was functioning correctly. 

After this, I began to refit the replacement 
bits including the new manifolds, which 
carry the gasses in and out of the engine, 
using new gaskets to seal these surfaces 
together. These were fitted so I could use 
the exhaust manifold to run the turbo-
charger for better performance, and to use 
fuel injectors to accurately control the fuel 
entering the engine. These replacement 
fuel injectors are controlled by an ECU, a 
computer system that runs the engine. The 
associated wiring for this system had to be 
simplified, and the wiring diagram I had to 
work from needed to be translated from 
Japanese. I also replaced the fuel tank to 
use one in better condition, and changed 
out the fuel pump while I was there. Once 
everything was swapped over, I could at-
tempt to start the car, which fired up after a 
few tries.

Prose, Micra: Liam Chartan
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Poem, Strange Days Indeed: MJ Long
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Sudden Graduation
On the 12th March, 2020,
I felt compelled to stand by the door
of my classroom and to say goodbye
by name to each of the children.

Not knowing what was next or when I’d see them again.
Bemused faces and an uneasy feeling filled the room.
These were my 6th class..
half way through their year, working hard
and looking forward to the best bits yet to come.

A real rite of passage for them.
Confirmation, trips, Sports Day, school tour..
and maybe even a pizza party.
They took change in their stride,
embracing virtual learning
and sending smiley faces to their friends.

This evening they graduated.
Braver and missed more than they know.
6th class 2020.
Catapulted into the world.
 One thing I’m sure of
- they will make it a better place
and I am so very proud of each one of them.

Prose, Sudden Graduation: Niamh O’Leochain
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Silent Land: Michaela Fox
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Art, Grainne Og: Non Waters
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Untitled: Avril Egan
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April ‘20
I hear no planes tonight
No sky lines from expected evening flight
At 9pm ‘day is done’ descends
And it’s so quiet out there.

The etchings on the canal bench
‘Good will come of this’ Deliver onto me,
wisdom with some hope of guarantee
And it’s so tranquil out there.

You greet me like a stranger, yet you know me like a brother
Like a judge peering at a lesser other
Cautious and without trust in one another
And it’s so empty out there.

The candle in the window, someone had to light it
The car in the driveway, someone had to park it
The primroses in the garden need water, don’t forget it.
And it’s so still out there.

There is no droning motorway hum
No roundabout roses waiting to bloom
No Angelus chime at noon, on siesta I presume
It’s so calm out there.
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No stream of trolls torching mainstream views
No audience, no entertainers, empty pews
No ‘look at me’, no objectors, no TDs
It’s so peaceful out there.

No death bell knell, no requiem
No embrace for theirs or them
Just ‘Forget Me Nots’ and ’Love You Lots’
Seems so eternal out there.

Bumblebees, April Breeze
Cuckoos nesting in the trees
Laburnum gold and cherry blossom pink
It’s almost Summer out there.

Shutters up, blow the bucks, feed the ducks
Pack the car, fill the bars, scream at the stars
Board the plane back to Spain, gravy train
And It’s so crazy out there.

Poem, April ‘20: Raymond McCague
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Handcraft,
Crochet: Yvonne Ferry

May Day Table:
Ursula Ledwith
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Protected III: Rosemarie Langtry

Untitled Artwork: Brigid Walshe
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Untitled
Lockdown has made me realise we only have ourselves

So be true to yourself

Love yourself everyday with out expectation

Hold your self when in pain

Be with yourself when nobody else is there

Be the mother to yourself

Treat yourself and honour every moment of every living day

Remember the person we wake up in the morning and the person we go 
to sleep with is the only person we can truly rely on in this life and that 
person is you.

Poem, Untitled: Bernadette Tierney
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Invisible Enemy
Faces so bruised that it seems like a fight,
A fight that is fought without any sight,
Of the Invisible enemy, there but not seen,
Everywhere you look, and then in between.
 
Seeing what is, for some their last breath
Not knowing for certain, where lies the threat.
If heroes fight battles that people can’t see,
Then heroes are there, for you and for me.
 
Thank you for doing what you do and have done
What you will do tomorrow, for everyone.
You start though you’re weak and keep fighting on,
You are the heroes, that get the job done.
 
The Invisible Enemy, looking so tall,
How do we win, we do nothing at all.
Stay where you are, and be ever wise,
This is how we win, the fight of our lives.

Poem, Invisible Enemy: Dermot O’Rourke
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Untitled
Last night's supermoon
just before it disappeared.
Unable to contain itself
with all that growling pandemic
back to the stars
out of harm's way.

Poem, Untitled: Mary Melvin Geoghegan
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Battle Against Covid19: Preksha Utekar
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All Is Not Lost
Beyond that drumbeat no longer heard
Beyond the madness tearing us 
From the mooring of the familiar
Casting us adrift on uncharted tides
Beneath ominous clouds
of sameness and bland tomorrows
Surrounded by the unseen, insidious deadly

Still here, the light from farthest stars
The giddy laughter of children
The joy of simply being

All is not lost

Poem, All is not Lost: Patrick J Farrington
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Cocooning: Dee McKiernan 
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A Terrible New Beauty
On a normal day in normal times I would be up at dawn on a 
beautiful morning like today's. There's nothing like a Twyford 
sunrise as blanket night retreats over the horizon from Annagh.
For a short while the warming rays of the Sun struggle to permeate 
the morning fog on Twy lake but then it happens and all is 
transformed.

The trees and hilltops take on that wondrous hue
of life-colour.  And soon the canvas becomes a window
into nature and all things Godly.

Today I rose with a certain amount of trepidation and reluctance. 
Worried about a trip I have made a thousand times.
A four mile spin into town to collect a monthly prescription.
I had rung in the day before to have the order ready and all I 
needed now was a handy parking spot
and I would be in and gone in minutes.
Which is exactly what happened. I was the only customer and 
buoyed by how well things were going
I took on the Orange loop like the light brigade at Balaclava.

Church street was deserted apart from just two early morning 
heroes who were busy rubbing alcohol into their hands. 
Emboldened even more by this lack of life in our towns main 
thoroughfare I decided to dispense with the loop and sneak over to 
the Connaught side where I hadn't been in weeks.
The place was deserted. A quick glance from the bridge more in 
hope than anything revealed an empty Promenade.
No gleaming lures cast in hope along the silver railing and no 
cruisers chugging slowly northward.
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At Ball Alley lane I stopped as I often did and let the flood of 
memories wash over me. How many times in my life I had yearned 
to be here and how many times that simple yearning had been 
denied me. There is a heralding beauty even in its grey concrete 
walls that has forged an everlasting imprint on my mind.

Parnell square was eerily quiet. Bathed in the Spring sun with each 
house wearing a different coat and every chimney betraying the 
presence of the most wonderful people I have known.
A solitary Irish flag flew defiantly from McKinleys railing and I knew 
then that although I could not stop and greet family and friends that 
all was okay. I headed for home along the canal which can now be 
seen from the roadside as the huge mangled overgrowth
had been removed.

Progress at last and of the type that Nature will thrive on.
As I crossed the by-pass bridge to the far side I turned on the radio 
already pre-tuned to Athlone community radio. But there was no 
Benny's brekkie fix just a stuttering staccato of blips and screeches.
But I had had my fix for the day. One that will nourish and sustain 
me for the months ahead. In simplicity we find truth and honesty.
Our greatest expectations pale and die on a whim and prayer.

Poem, A Terrible New Beauty: Joe McEvoy
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